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INTRODUCTION

Various authors, following Visscher (1927), have shown that certain species of

barnacles attach in greater numbers to darker surfaces. McDougall (1943), by
means of an experiment designed to test the effect of varying degrees of illumina-

tion, demonstrated that larvae of Balanus cbuniciis have a tendency to settle most

abundantly upon collectors placed in less brightly illuminated areas. Pomerat

and Reiner (1942) showed that Balanus cJuinicns larvae attach more readily to

black rather than to opal panels when they are exposed in the sea for several days.

These investigators also observed that when light is at a minimum, during the hours

of darkness, the differences do not occur but that attachments are remarkably
similar on light and dark panels. This suggested that attachment to darker panels

during daylight is a phototropic response to the contrasting effect of dark surfaces

against lighter general surroundings. The purpose of the present study was to

investigate whether in fact, contrasting surroundings are effective in promoting
attachment. A further objective was the determination of the maximum distance

at which the degree of illumination of a background surface is effective in influenc-

ing attachment to transparent surfaces.

The experiments were conducted at the Pensacola, Florida laboratory of the

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service by the kind permission of Dr. A. E. Hopkins

during the summer months of June, July, and August. 1942. Acknowledgments
are also due to Dr. C. M. Pomerat for his generous advice, and to Dr. F. G. Walton

Smith, Director of the University of Miami Marine Laboratory, for assistance in

preparing the paper and in evaluating the results.

EFFECT OF CONTRASTINGBACKGROUNDS

In the experiments designed to determine whether contrasting surroundings
influence cyprid attachment, provision was made for base plates of black, trans-

parent, and opal Carrara glass plates 10" 12" in size. Upon each of these were

mounted 4" : 10" black and opal Carrara glass collecting panels, in such a way
as to be surrounded by a 2 inch border of the base panel.

The plates were supported by a wooden frame. The glass bases were arranged

one inch apart and the paired black and opal collectors were separated by \\vo

inches. Tims, a series of contrasts was offered between the pairs of black and

opal plates and the three surrounding borders of black, opal, and transparent glass.

The barnacles were counted following attachment upon the collectors, each of

which offered an exposed area of 36 sq.in. In the locality where the investigations
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FIGURE 1. Arrangement of black and opal collectors upon black, opal, and transparent ba^< s.

were carried out the adults of Balanus cbnniciis were the harnacles most commonly
found, and all attachments were assumed to belong to this species.

The apparatus for the first series of experiments was lowered into the sea with

the plates in a vertical position at a mean depth of three feet from the surface. Six

successive experiments were conducted with an average duration of 36 hours. At
the end of each period the paired plates were removed and washed gently with fresh

water to remove salt crystals and silt. Counts were then made of the cyprids and

of the metamorphosed harnacles. with the results shown in Table I.

Further experiments were conducted with the plates exposed horizontally, in

order to collect attachments on the lower surface. The mean depth of the plates
below the surface of the sea was seven feet. Five experiments were conducted,

TABLE I

Barnacles attaching to vertical collectors with borders of varying contrast

Experiment
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TABLE 11

Barnacles attaching to horizontal collectors with borders of varying contrast

Experiment
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show significant differences when the three different surroundings were employed,

although they were least in the case of a transparent border (Tahle II).

The frequencies of attachment upon vertical opal collectors did not show any
correlation with increasing degree of contrast but were similar in all instances

(Table I). The horizontal opal collectors gave somewhat different results (Table

II). In this series of experiments the greatest attachments were found on the

collectors with the black borders. The least numbers, however, were observed on

collectors with transparent borders and intermediate attachment frequency occurred

with opal borders. In these experiments the least degree of contrast was offered by

opal surroundings of similar material to the collectors and the greatest degree by
black surroundings which afforded the minimum possibilities of transmitted and

reflected light. There was not, therefore, a consistent correlation between the

intensity of attachment and the degree of contrast between collector and sur-

roundings.
In an attempt to explain the results, the question of variation in the general

intensity of illumination beneath the panels may be considered. The amount of

transmitted and reflected light was greatest around horizontal opal collectors with

transparent surroundings. The reflected light which alone fell below opal collectors

with the opal borders was less intense than the light in the former case and it was

under this condition that frequency of attachment was found to be increased. The

opal collectors with black borders, which reflected the least light of the three types

of surrounding were found to have the greatest attachment. Thus, with the de-

crease in general illumination beneath opal collectors, there was an increase in

attachments, and it appears that attachment frequencies are here related to the

degree of shading under the collectors caused by the varying opacity and reflection

of the surroundings.
The horizontal black collectors were found to have distinctly greater attach-

ments when combined with a black border. They also showed least attachments

with a clear border. The black collectors, therefore showed a correlation, not with

contrast but rather with the degree of shading which is at a maximum where both

collector and surroundings are black.

In the case of both black and opal vertical collectors, the shading effect of the

border is less pronounced, due to the fact that much of the light enters the water

at a more or less vertical angle. The hypothesis that general shading stimulates

attachment would fit in with the observed facts about attachments to these series.

The difference between the amount of light reflected by black or opal collectors is

more significant than that reflected by the relatively small borders, and hence

accounts for the relatively small differences among attachments to black collectors

with different surroundings or among attachments to opal collectors with varied

surroundings. The differences between attachments to the two types of collector

with each surrounding are relatively greater.

DISTANCE AT WHICH BACKGROUNDILLUMINATION Is EFFECTIVE

The equipment designed for the question of determining the maximum distance

at which black or opal surfaces are effective in stimulating a cyprid to attach con-

sisted of a wooden frame 30" long, 32" wide, and 12" high. This frame supported

vertically two transparent glass plates. Behind the first glass plate was mounted a
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black plastic panel in such a manner that it might be moved to varying distances.

The second transparent glass plate without any hacking was used as the control.

A second series of transparent glass plates at the opposite side of the frame were

treated in the same manner with the exception that an opal plastic panel was used

instead of a black one. The movable black plastic panel and the movable opal

plastic panel were set at increasing distances from the clear panel for successive

experiments. Each transparent glass plate from which the barnacles were counted,

offered 54 sq.in. of surface area. They were exposed at a mean depth of three feet

from the surface for an average duration of 72 hours. In the successive experi-

ments the black and opal plastic movable panels were placed at 2", 3", 4", and

6" behind the transparent collectors.

The results (Table IV) show a general decline in the attachments to the glass

collector as the black movable plate was moved away. The maximum distance at

TABLE IV

Attachment of barnacles to transparent panels with movable backgrounds

Distance of

background from
collector
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attachment response to a contact stimulus. The possibility of a tropism is not

supported by the contrast experiments.
In the light of the above conclusions it may be interesting to recall the experi-

ments of Schallek (1943) and Whitney (1941) who maintain that directional light

is not to any great degree present under natural aquatic conditions but that condi-

tions of diffuse light almost invariably predominate. This diffuse light is a natu-

rally occurring phenomenon, whereas light from any one direction may not pre-
dominate sufficiently for a tropism to occur.

SUMMARY

1 . Experiments were conducted to determine the effect of contrasting surround-

ings upon the frequency of attachment of Balanns cbnrncits larvae to opaque black

and opal glass collecting surfaces. Further experiments were carried out to

determine to what extent the number of attachments of transparent collectors was
influenced by black and opal backgrounds placed at varying distances.

2. Greater numbers of attachments occurred upon the under side of horizontal

rather than vertical, and upon black rather than opal collectors, thus confirming
the observations of previous authors.

3. No correlation was found between the degree of contrast shown in the

collector and surroundings, and the frequency of attachments.

4. Both black and opal surfaces were found to increase frequency of attach-

ment when placed behind transparent collectors up to distances of six inches.

5. A definite dependence was found to exist between the frequency of attach-

ment and a decrease in the intensity of general illumination in the area immediately
beneath horizontal opal collectors. Similarly, the influence of movable back-

grounds appeared to be in the nature of a shadow effect. It is suggested that

"shading" acts as a stimulus which brings about favorable physiological conditions

for the subsequent attachment of barnacle larvae and that the amount of light

reflected from the collecting surface is only important insofar as it affects the

general "shading" in the vicinity.
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